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POSTHARVEST LOSSES OF FRUITS AND 

VEGETABLES IN TUNISIA 

* Béchir 
Chemingi  Lamio,  Ecole  Supérieure 

d'Horticulture  Chott-Mariemflunisia 
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Table 1. (unit = 1 t) 
1988 1989  1990 1991 1992 

Olives 500 2 70  650 625  1325 
230 260 23 224 165 

Apples 30 40 61 
23 32  30 33 36 
21 30 35 56 
35 34 

250 250 350  380 
Source:  Budget  Economique, 1993 

Table 2. (unit = 1 t) 
1988  1989  1990 1991 1992 
180 180  210  220 21 8 

Tomatoes 530 590 
120 110 1 75 180  190 

Onions 130  121 l 123 250 
3 85 420 430 

Source: Budget  Economique, 1993 
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hod wastage: 

of food  wastage as a of  food  is 
by 

of the  United  Nations: 

food men labor  every  year to produce,  only to see it taken off 
by  rats,  insects or spoiled  in a hundred  different ways. The figures  and  estimates f l y  
around 10% here, 50% there, 28% in the world a whole, and  almost  every figure h,as 
its firm  supporters and  its  equally  resolute opponents. About the only  thing  that  is 
generally  agreed upon is that the losses  are enormous and if modern  storage  and  pest 
control  techniques  were  available on a wider  scale,  we  would  have  many  millions of tons 
of extra food available for to eat  each  year  without  planting  an  extra  hectare”. 
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instance, in 1992, this  sector produced about 14% of  the total production of apples 
and only 4,2% and 2,4% respectively for citrus and pears. 

Figure 2 summarizes the food distribution system  used in the private sector. 

PRIVATE  FARMS 1 

q' L/ y' 
STORAGE SELFCONSUMPTIO R PACKINGHOUSE 

WHOLESALE  MARKET 

V 

RETAIL  MARKET 

Fig 2. Food Distribution System for the Private  Sector. 
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There is no significant difference between  Government and private sectors.  The 
major difference is that the private sector is using mainly traditional storage in the 
field. Data shows only  abort 20% of the  farmers around the village of Chott-Mariem 
are using cold  room facilities. The remaining 80% store their agricultural produce in 
their farms,  using traditional ways.  The storage period is reported to vary  between 3 
to 6 months and the % of loss is estimated to be around 30% for potatoes. 

The examination of  both food distribution systems  shows that postharvest  losses  may 
occur at different levels from the production point to the consumer.  Statistical data 
gathered  by the Governmental Sector Central Office gave  the following figures of 
apples and pears  produced during the 1992 season.(See  Fig. 3). .! 

Figure 3 shows that the total production of apples  by  the  Government  sector during 
the season 1992 was 5750 metric tons, 2460 tons  were  stored in cold rooms  and 
31 27 tons  were  sent to the wholesale  market. This gives  us  a total in the field of 
143 tons  representing 2,5% of the total production. After the  storage  period,  only 
2220 tons  were  sent to the wholesale  market and 260 tons  were  lost during the 
storage  representing 43% of the total production. Therefore,  the total loss from 
farm  to the  wholesale  market is around 7% of the total production. Available data 
on the  percent loss at the wholesale  market are registered for the total amount of 
fruits and vegetables brought  to the  market and  not for individual commodity. These 
percentages of losses are summarized in the following  table a  monthly  base). 

Table Losses of fruits and vegetables at the  wholesale  market of Bir El Kassaa 
(Unit = tons) 

Amount  brought to the Seized 
W.S.M. 

Not sold Lost 

February Legumes 15.1  52 54  37 016 
1992 Fruits 44 0,6 
March Legumes 16.426 45  38  or5 
1992 Fruits 6.43 7 9 019 

August Legumes 14.256 38 116 1 IO 
1992 Fruits 20.291 18 136 018 

September Legumes 14.1 80 12  114 0,9 
1992 Fruits 14.1  39 13 53 

Even though, the percent of total loss is less than % in most  cases, the losses from 
the Government  sector are reported to be  much higher than those from the private 
sector.  The average figure taken from several distributors fall between 10 to 15%. 
The higher reported for the Government  sector  may  be  explained  by  several 
factors  such as the behavior some  workers  towards the product, brutal handling, 
carelessness and lack of motivation. 

Similar figures  were found  with pears  as illustrated in the following chart. 
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Fig 4. Percent Loss for Pears 

The  Tunisian  Government is aware of the bad performance of its sector and is now 
modifying its policy towards it. That is why  we  see more and more  farms are 
transferred to the private sector on a rental basis.  The policy is that by the end of 
1994, all farms  should be  in private hands. 

The  causes for the losses of fruits and vegetables are multiple. Besides the 
uncontrollable causes, mainly related to weather conditions such  as flood, heat, 
wind, hailstorm etc., there are many other causes that can  be  prevented if proper 
measures  ere  taken  at optimum time. On can  mention a recent  study  conducted  by 
Driouchi, in 1990, where  he  emphasized  the  importance of losses (in Dollars) 
caused by the  Mediterranean fruit  fly "Ceratite".  The annual loss estimated is about 
3,6 million dollars (Table 4). 

Table 4. Economic  losses  caused  by  "Ceratite  Fly" 

Fruits Loss at  production level at market level Loss at export level Total loss 
Citrus 1 .O82 36 285  1.403 
Peach 856 32 3 
Pea r 20 O 375 

Apricot 6 207 
Plum 156 6 162 
Fig 104 2 106 
Others 192 

Apple 26 1 30 O 291 

154 
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CONCLUSIONS 

As conclusion it can  be  said that postharvest  losses  of  fruits and vegetables are 
significantly high in Tunisia.  Even though there  are  no  specific  studies  on  the 
estimation and the extent of the loss, there are significant amount of data available 
that needs to be  analyzed and further  explored. These data  may  indicate a beiter 
estimation  of loss. 

Significant losses  occur in the field and  during storage. Cold rooms though 
available,  are not used at their maximum capacity. Some wholesale  markets  have 
cold rooms that are rarely used for storing agricultural products. High rental cost 
and lack  of  trust  made  private  farmers  prefer the traditional ways of storage. These 
has led to significant losses. 

The loss is more important in the Government sector. This may be explained by lack 
of  motivation, low salary, brutal handling of produce,  ignorance etc. 

Transportation in non-refrigerated open trucks,  bags  instead  of  boxes  are  also  some 
of  the  actors contributing to the high loss between  farms and wholesale  markets. 
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